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Ball High Accuracy Star Tracker (HAST)


Ball has more than 40 years of experience
developing high-performance star trackers to
support civil, commercial and defense missions.
HAST delivers high performance, high reliability
and very accurate star measurements.
The Better Accuracy Test System (BATS) facility
provides high performance star tracker testing
and calibration.




HAST Parameters

EOL LEO

Tracking Rate

0 – 8 deg/sec

Acquisition Probability

>99% outside of
Earth/Moon/Sun
exclusion angles

RME

0.110 arc-sec 1σ

LSFE

0.140 arc-sec 1σ

FOV

8.0 x 8.0 deg
(up to 8 stars per FOV)

Frame Rate

Up to 100 Hz (internal)
5 Hz (external)

SSH Temperature Range

-1 to 32 °C
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Why is a Calibration System Needed?


The primary factors that can be corrected via a calibration include lens aberrations, boresight and plate
scale dependence upon temperature, detector readout bias as a function of star intensity and CCD
seam compensation.
Left uncalibrated a HAST can have very large LSFE errors (up to 30 arc-sec in the corner of the FOV).



Uncalibrated tracker, (20C, multiple star magnitudes)
Only term is the pixel sub tense
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Uncalibrated tracker, (multiple temperatures and star magnitudes)
Only term is the pixel sub tense

Quiver Scale: 1 deg = 360 arc-sec
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Post Calibration Errors



A calibrated HAST shown on the right with a LSFE of 0.1 arc-sec 1σ.
Note that the error field on the right plot is further magnified by 20 from the left plot.
Uncalibrated tracker, (20C, multiple star magnitudes)
Only term is the pixel sub tense

Quiver Scale: 1 deg = 360 arc-sec
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Calibrated tracker (single temperature, multiple star magnitudes)

Quiver Scale: 1 deg = 7200 arc-sec
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Calibration Coefficients
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Star centroid positions need to be mapped from detector pixel rows and column space to flat field
angular space
Due to low spatial frequency errors:
– The mapping must correlate true star position data (from a test facility) to the HAST reported
star position data.
– The mapping must account for multiple temperatures and star magnitudes.
A mapping for every pixel would be prohibitively large and inefficient to store so instead correction
coefficients are created using multi-dimensional polynomial least-squares fits.
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Better Accuracy Test System (BATS)




What is BATS?
– Better Accuracy Test System
– Tests, calibrates, verifies and ultimately
“sells” our star trackers
– HAST moves on azimuth/elevation
stages, everything else is stationary
– In essence we are trying to fly BATS
performance in space via our star
trackers
BATS Outputs:
– True measurements
 Via calibrated AMI output
– HAST measurements
– With Truth and HAST measurements
we can:
 Calibrate the tracker
 Verify “static” LSFE performance
 Verify “static” Temporal
Performance (NEA)
 Verify “dynamic” RME performance
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Simple BATS graphic
No “wedge” is shown on graphic below
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BATS Angle Measuring Interferometer (AMI)
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AMI provides angular knowledge of
where the TR is with respect to the
stationary HR by interferometry on
the reference and output beams.
Coefficient uncertainty of BATS is
0.04 arc-sec.
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BATS Optical Wedge


The optical wedge assembly presents circles of collimated light to the HAST.
– Large circles
 For Dynamic RME testing

– Small circles
 For static testing in calibration and verification

Wedge assembly in front of Head Ring

Rotating Assembly
UUT, Mounted

Inside the wedge assembly there are two
wedges (left graphic)

Small Wedges
Encoder Ring

Encoder

Big Wedge

Big Wedge
Rotary
Assembly
Encoder
Reader
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BATS Optical Wedge - continued
Small circle wedge orientation (circle diameter ~ couple of pixels)
CCD Plane

Field of View
Radius = 4.4 deg

~0 deg Radius of
Traced Cone

Rotary Assembly

Large Circles wedge orientation (circle diameter 16 degrees)
Middle image shows the condition where we don’t have the big wedge

CCD Plane
CCD Plane

~8 deg Radius of
Traced Cone

Field of View
Radius = 4.4 deg
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BATS Small Circles (Static Mode)
 Matrix tests are used for :

HAST Data

– Calibration and LSFE Verification
 Small circles minimize HSFE and
NEA as we only want to calibrate
LSFE

– Verification of NEA (no circles here)
 No circles, as we want to quantify
NEA

1 pixel

1 pixel

1 pixel

1 pixel

BATS “Matrix” Test
Blue = HAST Reported Centroid, Red = BATS AMI

BATS AMI
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BATS Large Circles (Dynamic Mode)


Dynamic mode used for
–
–
–
–
–

RME testing
No BATS AMI in use
Interestingly we use the star tracker as “Truth”
Truth is a slow bright star arc
Test arcs are fast, high smear dim traverses
Dynamic – RME testing output
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RME Arcs
Fast “Test” Arc
Slow “Truth” Arc
Fitted truth to test arc wedge angles







Analyze the fit to each sub-arc

Each truth sub arc (~0.25 deg on
FP) is fitted vs. wedge angle
independently in X and Y. Fit is
usually 5th order polynomial
Test arc wedge angles are then
input in the fit and “fitted” truth is
generated at each test arc angle
Fitting the sub-arcs to get truth :
–
–
–
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~HSFE Free Truth
~NEA Free Truth
Provides truth estimate at the test arc
wedge angle
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Ball CT-2020





CT-2020 is being developed under a grant from
the Defense Production Act Title III
– affordable, fully-domestic star tracker
The CT-2020 will be calibrated in a simplified
facility similar to BATS.
The CT-2020 will allow for on-orbit calibration.

CT-2020 Parameters

EOL GEO

Tracking Rate

0 – 8 deg/sec

Acquisition Probability

>99% outside of Earth/Sun
exclusion angles

RME

3 arc-sec 1σ / per star,
per axis

LSFE

1 arc-sec 1σ, over the FOV,
per axis

Attitude Uncertainty
(quaternion out)

< 1 arc-sec per FOV, cross
axes

FOV

10.0 x 10.0 deg
(up to 8 stars per FOV)

Frame Rate

10 Hz

Temperature Range

-25 to 45 °C
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CT-2020 On Orbit Calibration




Current software architecture allows for command-able auto on-orbit calibration
– Plate scale correction with potential of higher order corrections
– Intensity correction
– Non – uniformity correction for STELLAR (NUC correction)
– On-orbit update to star catalog
Plate scale correction preliminary algorithm is in place to recover performance on orbit

On-orbit plate scale calibration via command

Scene N

Scene N+1

Accumulated 250 Scenes
Plate Scale Clearly Evident

Recovery of plate scale error
based on BATC algorithm

CT2020 will have the capability of performance
recovery on-orbit as the unit ages.
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